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SUMMARY 
A practical method, employing a lofting technique, is presented for 
determining the profile coordinates of an air inlet for the leading edge 
of an airfoil from formulas which are dependent only on the airfoil coor-
dinates and on the height of the opening. The usefulness of this method 
is demonstrated by an analysis of the results of a wind-tunnel investiga-
tion of leading-edge inlets in an airfoil having the NACA 631-012 section. 
The analysis indicates that satisfactory characteristics were obtained 
for this airfoil with inlets designed fram the formulas. The analysis 
includes a study of the effects of variations of inlet geometry on the 
experimentally determined aerodynamic characteristics of the ducted air-
foil. 
It was found during the course of the investigation that the base-
profile concept of thin-airfoil theory could be applied to a ducted air-
foil with satisfactory results. With a given inlet and its experimental 
velocity distribution as a reference, the change in the velocity dis-
tribution caused by a change in inlet profile was calculated and the 
results agreed well with experiment. A numerical example is included in 
the appendix. 
INTRODUCTION 
Previous studies of wing leading-edge inlets have been confined, in 
general, to thick wings and to applications where relatively small amounts 
of air were to be supplied to installations such as r adiators or carbu-
retors. References 1 through 3 have shown by results of experiment that 
the problem with a leading-edge inlet in a thick wing (l8-percent) is 
mainly that of obtaining high pressures at the entrance to the cooler or 
to the carburetor. The effect of the inlet on the maximum lift was small. 
With a 15-percent-thick wing (reference 4), the influence of the inlet 
design on the maximum lift was greater. Additional data are available for 
l.supersedes NACA RM A9K02b, "A Design Study of Leading-Edge Inlets for 
Unswept Wings," by Robert E. Dannenberg, 1950. 
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leading-edge inlets in relatively thick wings (15- to 18-percent) for 
radiator applications where air flowing through the wing is exhausted 
from the surface of the wing (references 5 through 9) or at the trailing 
edge of the wing (references 10 through 12). 
Theoretical treatments of the problem of wing leading-edge inlets in 
references 13 and 14 have been concerned with two-dimensional airfoils with 
inlets at the leading edges and outlets at the trailing edges. In refer-
ence 13, the velocity distribution over the inlet section is calculated 
by a method of conformal mapp:1ng which is intricate and laborious. Ref-
erence 14 is concerned with the exact form of symmetrical inlets for 
uniform velocity distribution. The resulting inlet lips are impractically 
thin. Another type of theoretical development, given in references 15 
and 16, deals with a symmetrical shape with outer surfaces which extend 
to .infinity. The shapes of inlets derived by the methods proposed in the 
latter two references are not readily adaptable to conventional airfoil 
sections. 
With the use of jet engines in conjunction with leading-edge inlets 
in thin w:1ngs (10- to 14-percent), it is desirable to increase the ratio 
of the inlet height to the section thickness over that used in the pre-
viously mentioned references. The desisn of such inlets can have critical 
effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wings. In addition, the 
desi~ of the inlet affects the performance of the engine through, mainly, 
its effect an the ma~itude of the ram-pressure recovery. Little infor-
mation other than results of tests of inlets for specific airplanes of the 
armed services has been available on the desisn of leading-€dge inlets for 
jet engines. 
The investigation discussed in this report was undertaken to provide 
a practical means of designing inlets to fit into the leading edges of 
straight or slightly tapered wings and to evaluate the effects of varia-
tions of the inlet geometry and of the velocity of the entering flow. 
This report presents the development of formulas for specifying the pro-
file coordinates for leading-edge inlets, the experimental results for 
such inlets in an airfoil having the NACA 631-012 section, and an appli-
cation of thin-eirfoil theory to the calculation of the aerodynamic effects 
of changes to the profile of the inlets. The majority of the inlet shapes 
tested were desi~ed fram the formulas. The inlet profiles considered 
differed widely in entrance height, in upper-lip radius, in stagger of the 
lips, and in external chordwise profile . The shape of the internal duct 
was considered to be beyond the scope of the investigation because of its 
dependence on the type of installation. 
SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS 
The symbols which indicate geometric properties of the pla in and 
ducted airfoil sections are shown in figure 1. All geometric symbols 
are in percent of the chord. 
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A 
B 
c 
~C/4 
d 
h 
H 
p 
p 
q 
r 
R 
s 
t 
v 
distance from origin of upper-lip leading-ed@9 r a dius to chord 
line 
distance from origin of lower-lip leading-ed~ r adius to chord 
line 
airfoil chord length 
external drag coefficient (excluding inlet internal drag) ~ based 
on airfoil area 
e xternal increment of drag coefficient caused by inlet, based on 
airfoil area 
lift coefficient based on airfoil area 
pitching~oment coefficient about quarter-chord line based on 
a irfoil a rea and airfoil chord 
inlet entrance height 
distance perpendicular to chord line 
total pressure , pounds per square foot 
ram-recovery ratio 
critical Mach number 
static pressure , pounds per square foot 
( P1 -Po) pressure coefficient qo 
dynamic pressure, p ounds per square foot 
inlet lip radius 
airfoil leading-ed@9 radius 
distance parallel to chord line from l eading e d@9 of upper lip to 
leading ed@9 of lower lip of stag@9red inlet 
maximum thickness of airfoil section 
local velocity over symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack 
(See reference 17.) 
--- --- --------------------------------___________ --------.l 
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6v increment of loca l velocity caused by addition of camber (See 
reference 17. ) 
increment of loca l velocity caused by a dditional loa d distribution 
associated with an gle of attack (See r ef erence 17. ) . 
loca l velocity over ducted airfoil at zero angl e of attack 
increment of local velocity caused by change in inlet-velocity 
r a tio 
.6vs increment of loca l velocity caused by change in external coordinates 
of inlet 
V velocity, feet per second 
Vl/VO inlet-velocity ratio 
x distance a long chord from l eading edge 
x f distance a long chord from leading edge for inlet with stagger 
X distance a long chord from l eading edge to station of maximum 
a irfoil thickness 
YD external ordinate of inlet section, measured perpendicularly from 
line through origin of lip radius parallel to chord line 
Yw ordinate of airfoil section, measured perpendicularly from chord 
line 
~D increment of external ordinate of inlet section 
Y maximum external ordinate of inlet section a t station X, measured 
perpendicularly from line through origin of lip radius parallel 
to chord line 
~ angle of attack of airfoil chord line, degrees 
~ largest acute angle between chord line and line normal to the upper 
surface that passes through origin of leading-edge radius, degrees 
stagger (acute angle between line normal to chord line and line 
joining origins of upper- and lower- lip radii), degrees 
The following subscripts are used in conjunction with the above 
symbols and coefficients: 
o free stream 
I 
___________ _ ~ _ _.J 
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1. local 
L lower 
u uncorrected 
U upper 
1 in duct inlet at rake station (5 percent of chord behind leading 
edge) 
DERIVATION OF INLET PROFRE 
A leading-edge inlet designed by the method presented in this report 
entails a change in the profile of the airfoil from the leading edge to 
the station of maximum airfoil thickness. Behind the latter station the 
shape of the airfoil remains unchanged. The method for determining t he 
profile for an inlet in an airfoil is presented in two parts, designated 
as design step 1 and design step 2. Design step 1 provides a method for 
the design of a leading-edge inlet of arbitrary height, upper- and lower-
lip radii, and stagger for a symmetrical airfoil. Design step 2 is con-
cerned primarily with an alteration of the profile determined by step 1 
to improve the internal pressure-recovery characteristics at high angles 
of attack . 
Design of Inlets for Symmetrical Airfoils 
Desiep step l..- In developing a leading-edge inlet for a symmetrical 
airfoil (fig. l( a)) , the inlet lips can be considered as the forward por-
tions of the upper and lower halves of the airfoil with the maximum 
ordinates decreased from t/2 to Y. The lip sections are considered to 
extend from the l eading edge to the station of maximum thickness. The 
upper-lip profile (fig. 1 (b)) is derived by an affine transformation 
from the original airfoil section as follows: The lip ordinates are cal-
culated by reducing the airfoil ordinates in proportion to the thickness 
Y 
ratio t/2. The upper-lip radius is assumed to vary as the square of the 
thickness ratio. The values of the upper-surface ordinates and of the 
upper-lip radius are thus obtained from 
( 1) 
and 
(2) 
______________________________ J 
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On the basis of the notation of figure 1, the maximum airfoil thick-
ness can be expressed as 
t z d + rU + rL + 2Y 
Test results have shown that a lower-lip radius of about one-half the 
upper-lip radius calculated from equation (2) is, in general, satisfac-
tory. With a lower-lip radius equal to one-half that of the upper lip , 
the maximum airfoil thickness 1s 
3 t :;:: d + 2" ru + 2Y (4) 
Substituting equation (2) into equation (4) and solving for Y yields 
Jt2 - 6R(d - t) Y :;:: ----------------------
6R 
whereas, if equation (3) is used in place of equation (4) , 
Y == 
_t 2 + t Jt2 - 4R(d+rL - t) 
4R 
( 5) 
(6) 
Substituting this value of Y in equation (1) will produce ordinates 
which fair smoothly "into the upper-lip radius determined from equation 
(2) and into the a irfoil profile at the maximum thickness . The inner 
surface of the lip is formed by a line tangent to the circle of radius 
rU and parallel to the chord line. Ordinates ca lculated by use of equa-
tion (5) are dependent only on the inlet entrance height for a given air-
foil section. 
The leading edge of the lower lip is located in the same plane as 
that of the symmetrical airfoil as indicated in figure l(b). In order 
that the external ordinates fair smoothly into the smaller lower-lip 
radius, the ordinates from equation (1) are reduced linearly . The reduc-
tion in the lower-lip ordinates is obtained from 
The value of ~ is measured from the profile of the symmetrical airfoil 
as shown in figure l(c). The external ordinates of the lower lip are 
then 
(8) 
--------- ----------------------~------
------------------------------------------- -
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Using a linear reduction of ordinates in this manner introduces a small 
change in the first derivative (dYD! dx ) at the pOSition of maximum thick-
ness . However, this change is so small that it may be ignored . The 
inner surface of the lip is formed by a l ine tangent to the circle of 
radius r L and parallel to the chord l ine . Equations (7) and (8) can 
also be used to calculate the chan ge in ordinate resulting from an increa se 
or decrease in the upper-lip r adius compared to the design va l ue of equa-
tion (2). 
The leading edges of the uppe r and lower lips of the inlet desi~ed 
in the fore going manner lie in the same plane as the leading ed~ of t he 
plain a irfoil. Locating the leading edge o~ the lower lip behind the 
leading-edge locat ion of the plain airfoil introduces stag~r into the 
inlet pro~ile . The angle of sta gger is shown in figure led) . The ordi-
nate stations for the staggered lower lip can be calculated by a linear 
change in chordwise location from a value of S (fig. led)) at the lead-
ing e dge to zero a t the max imum thickness . Whi l e the va lues of lip radius 
and the ordinates remain unchanged , the modified chordwise stations ar e 
Design step 2 .- The results of tests with inlets designed from s t ep 
1 indicated that the shape of the inner surface of the lower lip was the 
main f actor contributing to an abrupt reduction in ram-pressure r ecovery 
at small angles of attack. When the lower surface is lowered and rounded, 
as shown in figure l(e), the angle-of-attack range for maximum ram-pre ssure 
recovery was increased. For a given entrance height , this change permits 
the addition of a greater amount of camber , or droop , to the upper l ip 
than would be a tta inable if the l ower lip f r om design step 1 were left 
unaltered . For a practical amount of stagger , the upper- lip camber permi s-
s i ble with the lower lip unaltered is so limited tha t its ae rodynami c con-
tributions are ne gligible . 
The coordinates of an inl et with a r ounded inner surface of the lower 
• lip and a drooped upper lip can be determined as follows: The distance 
from the origin of the lower-lip radius to the airfoil chord line is 
increased by an amount hL as shown in figure l( e) . The optimum value 
of hL varies with the amount of lower- lip stagger . With 200 stagger , 
values from one-half to t hree-fourths times the lower- lip r adius are 
recommended. With 400 stagger , values from one to one-and-one-half times 
the lower-lip radius are recommended . The maximum external ordina t e of 
the lower lip is r e duced to a value Y - hL• The external ordinates are 
calculated from the values given in equation (8) by the relation 
( ) (
Y- hL ) Y~ = -- yDr, 
step 2 y step 1 
(10) 
----------------~~--~~----~---~----------------------------------------
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The inner surface of the lower lip is joined to the internal duct at a 
station 2 to 5 percent of the chord behind the lip leading edge. A para-
bolic curve is used in fairing this section of the lip (fig. l(e)). 
As a result of the staggering and rounding of the lower lip, it is 
necessary to droop the upper lip in order to maintain a constant ratio of 
d/t. To do this, the distance between the origin of the upper- lip radiuB 
and the chord Ime is reduced by an amount hU as shown in figure l(e). 
The value of hU is determined by fairing the inner surface of the upper 
lip 80 that the mean perpendicular height between the inner surfaces of 
~he in;Let is reduced to the original inlet opening height. It is recom-
mended that the inner surface of the up~er lip join the circle of radius 
ru tangentially at a point in which the radius is in a position approxi-
mately normal to the chord line. If a linear reduction of ordinate were 
used as in equations (7) and (8), the change in ordinate caused by the 
droop of the upper lip would introduce a significant discontinuity in the 
first derivative (dyD/dx) at the position of maximum thickness. To insure 
a smooth surface and a uniform first derivative, the external lip ordin-
nates which follow from the new lip-radius location are determined as 
follows: A mean line is Belected from reference 17 having a maximum 
ordinate at the same chordwise station as that of the plain airfoil. The 
mean-line ordinates from the leading edge to the .maximum thickness are 
expressed as fractions of the max:1mum mean-line ordinate. These values 
are substracted from 1.0, multiplied by the value of hU' and finally sub-
tracted from the upper-lip ordinate YDu at each station. The resulting 
upper lip is shown in figure l(e). 
The foregoing method (steps I and 2) permits the determination of the. 
chordwise profile coordinates for the ducted airfoil section. The design 
of the internal contour behind the 2- to 5-Percent-chord stations is 
dependent upon the type of installation and is beyond the scope of this 
report. Means of fairing the inlet shape into the airfoil in the span-
wise direction are considered in the section Discussion under the heading 
End-Closure Shape. 
DesieP- of Inlets for Cambered Airfoils 
In developing an inlet for a cambered airfoil, the camber is first 
removed to obtain the coordinates of the corresponding symmetrical airfoil 
section. The inlet is desie1led for the symmetrical section by design 
steps 1 and 2. The ordinates thus calculated and measured from the chord 
line of the symmetrical airfoil section are combined normal to the mean 
line of the cambered a·irfoll section by the method given in reference 17 
to obtain the inlet coordinates for the cambered airfoil section. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
To study the characteristics of inlets derived from the design method, 
an airfoil with various leading-edge inlets was mounted in one of the Ames 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
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7- by 10-foot wind tunnels so that the span of the airfoil extended across 
the 7-foot dimension of the test section as indicated in figure 2(a). The 
airfoil had the NACA 631-012 section and a constant chord of 4.0 feet. 
The removable inlet section covered the central 19.6 percent of the airfoil 
span. All inlets were mounted in the same relative spanwise position on 
the airfoil. To facilitate model changes~ a simple type of end fairing 
was used during most of the investigation as shown in figure 2(b). An 
inlet with a recommended end-closure shape is shown in figure 2(a). 
Air was drawn through the inlets into a hollow spar in the airfoil 
and then through a ducting system by a compressor outside the test chamber. 
A mercury seal isolated the model and the scale system from the mechanical 
forces that would otherwise have been imposed by the external ducting. 
The quantity of air flowing through the inlet was calculated from the pres-
sure drop across a calibrated orifice plate. The inlet pressure losses 
were measured by a rake of total- and static-pressure tubes 5 percent of 
the chord behind the leading edge. The rake was normal to the chord line 
at the center of the inlet. The arithmetic mean of the rake-tube pressure 
measurements was used to calculate the ram-recovery ratio. The pressure 
distribution over the external surfaces of the inlets was measured by 
orifices that were flush with the surfaces and were connected to multiple-
tube manometers, the readings of which were photographically recorded. 
Turmel-wall corrections to the force measurements were applied accord-
ing to the methods discussed in reference 18 by the following equations: 
ex. ::::; ~ + 0.303 CLu 
CL == 0.953 ~ 
en ::: 0.9795 Cnu 
The test results are presented for a Mach number of 0.14 and a Reynolds 
number of 3,840,000 based on the airfoil chord. 
The external drag of each inlet was computed by subtracting the drag 
of the airfoil without inlet and the drag of the internal-flow system from 
the total drag as measured by the wind-tunnel scale system. The internal 
drag was computed by the method given in reference 19 based on measurements 
of the quantity of air flowing through the inlet. It may be seen readily 
that as the airfoil and internal drag forces are large in comparison with 
the total drag force, any inaccuracy in measurement appears as a large pro-
portion of the external drag force. In order to reduce this error to a 
minimum, particular Gare was taken in making all drag measurements.; the 
accuracy of the inlet external-drag coefficients is within ± 0.0002. 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
The leading-edge inlets tested are designated as either design inlets 
or modified inlets. Pertinent information for the determination of the 
coordinates of the individual lips tested are presentea in table I . 
The design inlets were derived by the procedure given in design steps 
1 and 2. A lower-lip radius of 0.30 percent of the airfoil chord was 
selected for all inlets of the investi~tion . The aerodynamic character-
istics of the plain airfoil are given in figure 3~ while those of the air-
foil with the design inlets are presented in figures 4 to 16 for the 
following geometric arrangements: 
d/t Stagger ( deg) 
0.15 0, 20 
.20 O~ 20, 40 
.25 0, 20, 40 
.30 20 
The design inlets were modified in two different ways. The first 
type of modification consisted of reducing the upper-lip radius below the 
design radius and determining the lip ordinates from equations simila r to 
equations (7) and (8). The aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoils 
with this type of lip modification are given in figures 10(b), ll(b), 17~ 
18 , and 19 . A second type of modification to the design inlets consisted 
of varying the ordinates above and below the design values by use of a 
conic lofting procedure that altered the inlet profile and maintained 
smooth curves. The lip radii remained unchanged during those modifica-
tions. The pressure distributions on the second type of modified lips 
are shown in figures 20 and 21. 
DISCUSSION 
In the application of the test results to the design of inlets, the 
conditions under which the data were obtained must be taken into account. 
Specifically, with the addition of an inlet to the airfoil ~ the flow over 
the entire span of the airfoil was no longer two-dimensional as the inlet 
section extended over approximately one- fifth of the span . Thus the data 
are representative of the airfoil characteristics and should not be con-
strued as section characteristics. 
I 
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Design Inlets 
Lift and moment.- The lift-coefficient variation wj th the angle of 
attack of the unducted airfoil is shown in figure 3, while the variation 
for the airfoil with t he design inlets is given in figures 4, 6, 8, and 
10. In the latter figures, the experimental values of lift coefficient 
are shown for the lowest value of inlet-velocity rat io to give maximum 
lift. Inspection of the lift curves reveals t hat the maximum lift coeffi-
cient of the airfoil wit h any of the design inlets for zero internal flow 
was less than that of the airfoil without the inlet. Increasing the inlet-
velocity ratio increased the maximum lift coefficient until values equal 
to that for the plain airfoil were obtained. Furt her increase 1n the 
inlet-velocity ratio did not increase the maximum lift. As shown in figure 
12, increasing the inlet entrance height or the amount of stagger increased 
the inlet-velocity ratio necessary for obtaining a maximum 11ft equivalent 
to that of the plain airfoil. The inlets_did not change the lift-curve 
slope appreciably. The pitching-moment characteristJcs of the airfoil 
with the inlets are not presented as no changes in the moments were noted 
when compared to those of the plain airfoil other than t hose associated 
with the loss in lift at low inflow rates. 
The loss of maximum lift encountered with small inflow would not be 
detrimental during normal operation for an airplane using a leading-edge 
inlet for supplying air to a jet engine. For unaccelerated flight near 
maximum lift, the inlet-velocity ratio would be greater than unity and the 
lift provided by the inlet section would be equivalent to that of the 
section without the inlet. In case of an engine failure or a power-off 
landing, however, the loss of maximum lift associated with low inflow 
would be critical. A by-pass system may be necessary to forestall this 
reduction of maximum 11ft. 
External drag.- The drag characteristics of the airfoil with and 
without a design inlet were determined from the tunnel-scale measurements. 
The difference between the results was considered to represent the incre-
ment in external drag coefficient caused by the addition of an inlet to 
the airfoil. These incremental values for the various design inlets were 
found to be independent of the entrance height and are, therefore, pre-
sented in figure 13 as a single curve for a given inlet-velocity ratio 
and angle of stagger for stagger angles of 00 , 20 0 , and 400 • Inspection 
of the figure indicates that the external drag increments due to the 
inlets are small. The positive drag increments for an angle of attack of 
00 and an inlet-velocity ratio of zero can probably be attributed to an 
increase of pressure drag due to the addition of the inlet, together with 
a forward movement of the position of transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow in the boundary layer. The reduction of the external-drag increment 
with increasing angle of attack and inlet-velocity ratio may be associated 
with several factors, such as (1) changes in the pressure drag over the 
ducted section of the span, (2) changes in the spanwise distribution of 
I 
I 
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load, (3) changes in the localized "bubble" of separated flow near the 
lead1ng edge along the llart of the span occupied by an :inlet, and (4) 
changes in the position of transition. 
Ram-pressure recovery.- The ram~ecovery ratios for the design inlets 
are shown as functions of the angle of attack in figures 4, 6, 8 , and 10 . 
Inspection of these figures indicates that for the unstaggered inlets there 
were sharp reductions in the ram-recovery ratio at low angles of attack. 
Stagger increased the angle-of-attack range for complete pressure recovery. 
In addition, the severity of the reduction in the ram-pressure recovery 
with :increasing angle of attack was lessened by the :increased lip stagger. 
The effects of changes of lower-lip shape on the ram-recovery ratio 
and on the pressure distribution over the outer surface of the lower lip 
are shown in figure 14 for an inlet with a nominal ratio of entrance 
o height to maximum airfoil thickness of 0.15 and a lip stagger of 20. The 
results for the lower lip developed from design step 1 are shown in figure 
14(a). This lip resulted in poor ram-pressure recovery. By drooping and 
rounding the inner surface of the lower lip (design step 2) as noted in 
figure 14(b) and particularly in figure 14(c), the angle-of-attack range 
for maximum ram-pressure recovery was increased considerably. Rounding 
the inner surface of the lower lip not only delayed the internal-flow 
separation to a higher angle of attack, but also reduced the effect of 
inlet-velocity ratio an the ram-pressure r ecovery. The effect of a change 
in the upper-lip radius on the recovery characteristics of the inlet was 
only slight, as indicated by a comparison of the results for the inlet 
with a design upper-lip radius (fig. 4(c)) with the results for a modified 
lip radius (fig. 14(b)). 
A change to the inner-lip contour, as indicated in figure 14, may a lso 
be considered as a change in the inclination of the axis of the :internal-
flow system. The angle of :inclination of the inlet shown in figure 14(c) 
measured 9 .50 • The effect of inclination of the duct with respect to the 
chord line is shown in reference 4 to have a marked effect upon ram-
pressure recovery. Inclination of the internal-flow system approximately 
100 to the chord line was shown in the reference to be beneficial to the 
ram-pressure recovery. 
Pressure and velocity distribution.- The pressure-coefficient dis-
tributions over the center of the upper surface of each design inlet are 
shown in figures 5, 7, 9, and 11. The pressure coefficients between the 
leading edge and the 15- to 20-percent-chord station were greater or less 
than those over the plain airfoil, depending on the inlet-velocity ratio. 
In general, the pressure coefficients for values of inlet-velocity ratio 
less than 0.4 to 0.8 were more ne ~tive than those over the plain airfoil. 
The critical Mach numbers of the inlets compared to the pl a in airfoil are 
shown in figures 4, 6, 8, and 10. These critical Mach numbers were esti-
mated by the method of reference 20 from the maximum local velocities over 
the inlet lips and over the plain airfoil . 
I 
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Comparison of the pressure distributions for the inlets with those 
for the plain airfoil for stations between approximately 15- to 20-percent 
chord and 50- to 60-percent chord revealed that~ in this region, the 
pressure coefficients over the ducted sections were less negative than 
those for the plain airfoil for all test values of inlet-velocity ratio o 
From the 50- to 60-percent station to the trailing edge~ the pressure 
distributions remained essentially unchanged from those of the plain 
airfoil. 
Analysis of the pressure distributions over the design inlets revealed 
that a change in inlet-velocity ratio introduced an increment of velocity 
OVer the outer surface of the inlets that had a linear variation with inlet-
velocity ratio. For a given inlet, the increment of local-velocity ratio 
corresponding to an inlet-velocity ratio of unity was evaluated as a func-
tion of chordwise location from the experimental pressure-distribution 
curves by the relation 
;:m 
where nand m are two values of inlet-velocity ratio with m 
than no Figure 15(a) presents the values of 
(11) 
greater 
from the experimental pressure-distribution data of lip 13 (fig. 7(a)) 
where n;: 0 and the value of m 1s indicated in the figure. The data 
shown in figure 15(a) indicate that the velocity-increment ratio can be 
represented by a single curve. Similar curves for various upper- and 
lower-lip shapes and for inlet-velocity ratios from 0 to 1.6 and angles 
of attack from 00 to 80 are presented in figure 15(b). AnalysiS indicated 
that the increment-ratio curve was dependent on the size and location of 
the leading-edge radius and independent of the external shape or the angle 
of attack. It was noted that the effect of change in inflow rate on the 
velocity distribution ove~ an inlet lip tended to vanish behind the maxi-
mum thickness. For purposes of computation, the effect was found to be 
negligible behind the 15- to 20-percent chord station. 
The indication that the use of the velocity-increment ratio permits 
the calculation of the chan09 in pressure distribution caused by varia-
tions of inlet-velocity ratio suggests a means for shortening and simplify-
ing wind-tunnel or flight investigations of air-induction systems. Rather 
than record the pressure distributions corresponding to numerous inflow 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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rates, it would suffice to record the pressure distribution for a minimum 
of two in1et-velocity ratios and apply the velocity-increment-ratio prin-
ciple to the calculation of the pressure distribution occurring with other 
inlet-velocity ratios. 
Predicted drag-divergence Mach numbers.- A method of predicting the 
Mach number for drag divergence of airfoil sections from the low-speed 
pressure distributions and the airfoil profiles was developed in refer-
ence 21. Briefly stated, the free-stream Mach number at which the abrupt 
supercritical drag rise began was shown to be that Mach number at which 
local sonic velocity occurred at the airfoil crest, the crest being 
defined as the point at which the airfoil surface is tangent to the free-
stream direction. It was found that the free-stream Mach number for which 
sonio velocity occurred at the airfoil crest could be estimated by the 
Prandtl-Glauert relations. The method is believed to directly applicable 
to NACA 6-series airfoils with leading-edge inlets, since reference 11 
has shown experimentally that variations of section characteristics caused 
by compressibility for a ducted airfoil closely paralleled those for the 
comparable plain airfoil. 
Figure 16 presents a comparison of the predicted criti~al and the 
predicted drag-divergence Mach numbers for the plain airfoil and the air-
foil with inlet .3-6 (fig. 5(c)). These data indicate that the angle-of-
attack range for high drag-divergence speeds would extend over at least 
twice the angle-of-attack range for high critical Mach numbers. In 
addition, the Mach number for drag divergence, being dependent on the 
pressures behind 10 to 15 percent of the chord, is practically independent 
of the inlet-velocity ratio at small angles of attack. The predicted drag-
divergence Mach numbers of the design inlets tested (the data in figure 
16(b) given by inlet 3-6 are representative of all the design inlets) were 
greater than those of the plain airfoil. This increase may possibly per-
mit a designer to use a thicker airfoil section if combined with a leading-
edge inlet. 
Modified Inlets 
Upper-lip radius.- The maximum lift characteristics of the airfoil 
with the design inlets were, in general, satisfactory. However, the lip 
pressure distributions for inlet-velocity ratios of less than unity showed 
the formation of a pressure minimum near the leading edge at angles of 
attack within the low-drag range of the plain airfoil. In an attempt to 
obtain a pressure gradient near the leading edge (at low values of inlet-
velocity ratio) similar to that of the plain airfoil, the upper-lip radius 
of the inlets having ratios of the entrance height to the maximum airfoil 
thickness of 0.15 and 0.20 was varied from the design values of 0.00646c 
and 0.00575c to 0.003c and 0.002c, respectively. 
1---
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The effects of chan@9s of the lip radius on the maximum lift coeffi-
cient and on the critical Mach number of the airfoil with the inlets are 
shown in figure 17 for several inlet-velocity ratios. It is noted that, 
from consideration of maximum lift, the design radius was close to opti-
mum. With lip radii less than that of the design, the maximum lift 
decreased rapidly at low inlet-velocity ratios. However, the negative 
pressure peaks at the leading ed@9 of the lip at low inlet-velocity ratios 
were improved by decreasing the lip radius below that of the deSign. As 
shown in figure 19(a), a lip radius of 0.0045c ~ve a favorable pressure 
distribution that at zero inlet-velocity ratio was similar to that of the 
airfoil. With increasing inlet-velocity ratio, the pressure coefficients 
over the inlet became less negptive than those over the airfoil, resulting 
in a more favorable pressure gradient. The characteristics of an inlet 
with an upper-lip radius of 0.0045c and a ratio of inlet entrance height 
to maximum airfoil thickness of 0.20 are given in figures 18(b) and 19(b). 
In an attempt to reduce the inlet-velocity ratio for maximum lift 
with the lar~r inlet entrance heights, the upper-lip radius of the modi-
fied inlet shown in figures lOeb) and ll(b) "Was made greater than that 
given by the design method as indicated in table 1. With the :increased 
lip radius, the maximum lift of the airfoil with the inlet operating at 
an inlet-velocity ratio of approximately 0.9 was equal to that of the plain 
airfoil. Comparison with the results in figure 12 shows that larger values 
of lip radius than those indicated by equation (2) appear to be beneficial 
in reducing the minimum inlet-velocity ratio required to provide maximum 
lift with inlets having lar@9 ratios of entrance height to the maximum 
airfoil thickness. 
External lip shape.- To study the effect of variation of the external 
lip shape on the pressure distribution of inlets with a ratio of entrance 
height to maximum airfoil thickness of 0.15 and 0.25, the inlet contour 
was chan~d as indicated :in figures 20 and 21. The peak ne~tive pressure 
coefficients at the lead:ing ed~ became less ne~tive for :inlet-velocity 
ratios less than unity as the avera~ thickness of the lip was increased. 
HOwever, the pressure coefficients from approximately 5 to 25 percent of 
the airfoil chord became more ne~tive. Behind the latter station, the 
pressure distribution was practically independent of the lip shape or the 
inlet-velocity ratio . The thickness of the lip cannot be :increased indef-
:initely without causing the formation of peak negative pressure coeffi-
cients a short distance beh:ind the lead:ing ed~. 
The maximum lift and ram-pressure-recovery characteristics of the 
:inlet with the modif4.ed lips illustrated in figures 20 and 21 rema:ined 
unchan~d from those of the design inlets shown in figures 4 and 8. The 
thinner lips of 'inlets 11-2 and 31-16 provided a loss of maximum lift 
with no internal flow, but the 10s8 of lift was recovered for inlet-
velocity ratios of 0.4 or greater. The external surfaces of the lower 
lip were varied in a similar manner, but, as they had a negligible 
effect on the pressure distribution on the upper surface and no apparent 
effect on the lift or ram-pressure-recovery characteristics, the results 
are not presented. 
I 
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Comparison of the velocity distribution corresponding to the pres-
sure distribution for any two of the upper lips of the inlets shown in 
figure 20 (or 21) revealed a constant systematic difference between the 
two velocity-distribution curves for any given value of inlet- velocity 
ratio . These differences are designated as velocity- increment ratios 
6vs/Vo' An equation, the solution of which yields the value of 6vs/Vo 
directly, is developed in the base- profile section of the airfoil theory 
of reference 22. The calculation of the velocity- increment ratio 6vs/Vo 
resulting from a change in either the upper- or lower- lip external 
ordinates is accomplished by a solution of the equation using a method 
of numerical evaluation . A sample calculation of the velocity distribu-
tion, resulting from a change in the ordinates of the upper lip 1 in 
figure 20 to those of lip 9, is given in the appendix and the results are 
shown i~ figure 22. A comparison of the computed velocity distributions 
with the experimental velocity distribution for lip 9 is presented in 
figure 22(c) for several values of lift coefficient and an inlet- velocity 
ratio of 0.4 . CompJtations made for any inlet- velocity ratio (0 to 1 . 6) 
and lift coefficient within the linear range of lift coefficients agreed 
equally well with the experimental results . Similar agreement between 
the computed and experimental velocity distributions was obtained for lip 
11 (fig . 20) with lip 1 as the reference and for l ips 29 and 31 (fig . 21) 
with lip 23 as the reference. 
End-Glosure Shape 
The final step in the design of a leading-edge inlet is the devel-
opment of an end-closure shape to permit the ducted airfoil section to 
fair smoothly into the plain airfoil in the spanwise direction . Results 
from wind-tunnel programs in which leading-edge inlets were developed 
for specific airplanes have indicated that both semicircular and rectan-
gular end-closure shapes are unsatisfactory. With these types of closure, 
the short distance in the spanwise direction between the ducted and plain 
airfoil sections resulted in abrupt transition sections . End-closure 
shapes that faired into the plain airfoil in a distance from 1.5 to 2.0 
times the inlet entrance height were satisfactory. The type of end-closure 
shape developed in this investi~tion is shown in figure 23 . The chordwise 
profile of the inlet between spanwise stations Nand 0 was obtained 
from design steps 1 and 2, while the profile at stations M and P 
remained that of the plain airfoil . The inlet between stations M and N 
and between stations 0 and P was closed in a distance of 1 . 5 times the 
entrance height. The external transition surfaces were formed by joining 
the same chordwise stations on the ducted and plain airfoil sections with 
smooth and fair curves. 
The type of closure shape indicated in figure 23 was tested on the 
airfoil with inlet 19-12 as shown in figure 2(a) , and the results are 
given in figure 24. The upper-surface pressure distribution and ram-
pressure recovery at. the midspan of the inlet and the lift characteristics 
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of the airfoil with the inlet and fairing shown in figure 2(b) were pre-
viously shown in figures l8(b) and 19(b). The pressure distribution over 
section B (fig. 24(a» did not show as lar~ an effect of inlet-velocity 
ratio as did the distribution over the midspan station. The pressure 
distribution was not measured over sections C or D. As shown in fig-
ure 24(b), the ram-pressure recovery was relatively uniform along the 
span of the inlet. The drag and pitching-moment characteristics are 
shown in figure 24(c). A small chan~ in the longitudinal stability 
resulted from the addition of inlet 19-12 to the airfoil, but there was 
no appreciable effect of inlet-velocity ratio other than that associated 
with the loss of maximum lift at low values of inlet-velocity ratio. 
DESIGN mLET FOR THE NACA 4418 AIRFOIL 
To check the applicability of the design method to a radically dif-
ferent section, a leading-edge inlet was applied to the NACA 4418 airfoil 
section, and two-dimensional tests of this section were made in an 8- by 
36-inch wind channel. The inlet was designed by the method outlined in the 
section entitled "Derivation of Inlet Profile" under the heading "Design 
of Inlets for Cambered Profile." The ratio of the inlet entrance height 
to the maximum airfoil thickness was 0.21 and the lips were staggered 100 • 
Ram-pressure recovery, external drag, and maximum lift were not measured. 
Both the critical and drag-divergence Mach numbers were predIcted from 
pressure-distribution data. The critical Mach numbers of the airfoil with 
the inlet for an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4 were similar to those of the 
plain airfoil at section lift coefficients from -0.4 to 1.0. At higher 
inlet-velocity ratios, the predicted critical Mach numbers were above those 
of the plain airfoil. Also, at an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4, the inlet 
operated without a pressure peak at the nose at section lift coefficients 
from 0.27 to 0.8. The predicted drag-divergence Mach number of the air-
foil with the inlet was greater than that of the plain airfoil by approx-
imately 0.03 for a section lift coefficient of 0.4. These data indicate 
that an inlet profile derived by the design method for a cambered airfoil 
did not reduce the estimated critical or drag-divergence Mach number of 
the section for inlet-velocity ratios greater than 0.4. No detrimental 
effects on other aerodynamic characteristics would be expected. 
ESTIMATION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF INLETS 
No direct computational method is currently available for the pre-
diction of the velocity distribution over an inlet in the leading ed08 of 
an airfoil. A semianalytical method is presented whereby the effects of 
chan08s in inlet ordinates and inlet-velocity ratio can be calculated. 
It is stated in reference 17 that in the determination of the velocity 
distribution over a given airfoil, the effects of thickness distribution, 
------------------~---------------------------------
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of camber, and of additional lift may be considered as separate and inde-
pendent components as follows: 
(12) 
The values of the velocity-increment ratios 6vlvo and 6valvo for most 
conventional and low-<irag NACA airfoil sections are tabulated in refer-
ence 17. 
For an airfoil having an inlet in the leading ed@8, the local veloc-
ity ratio is assumed to be composed of the above velocity-increment ratios 
with the basic velocity ratio of the airfoil vivo replaced by the ratio 
vblvo for the ducted airfoil . At present, the basic velocity ratio vblvo 
can be determined only by experiment. As mentioned previously, the effect 
of inlet-velocity ratio on the ducted-airfoil velocity distribution can be 
represented by the increment ratio (6vllvo) This fact permits (v1lvo) :: 1-
the calculation of the ve locity distribution corresponding to any value of 
inlet-velocity ratio as follows: 
1. Multiply the increment ratio (6Vilvo)( I) by 
V1 Vo :: 1-
equal to the difference between the inlet-velocity ratio for 
velocity distribution and the gi ven inlet-velocity ratio, 
a constant 
the basic 
2 . Add this product to the basic velocity ratio with proper re86rd 
to sign. 
Chan@8s in the velocity distribution caused by a chan@8 in the 
external ordinates of the lip can be evaluated by the applicat ion of 
thin-airfoil theory as previously discussed under the subheading External 
Lip Shape. Thus the local-velocity ratio of a ducted a irfoil may be 
represented as follows: 
± constant x 
A sampl e calculation of the ve locity distribution over a given inlet 
profile is presented in the appendix. 
The @8nera lly satisfactory agreement shown in figure 22 (and the 
similar a greement between any t wo of the upper lips illustrated in fi gs . 
20 and 21) between the calculated and experimental velocity distributions 
may be taken as experimental verification of the validity of equation (13) 
for the velocities over ducted airfoils. The equations may be expected 
to apply with accuracy sufficient for design studies to calculations for 
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profiles vary:1ng considerably fram those involved herein. Calculations 
made in connection with ducted airfoils, however, should be in keeping 
with the limits to the application of thin-airfoil theory as discussed in 
reference 22. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The application of the results presented in this report provides a 
practical means of deSigning inlets to fit into the leading edg9s of 
straight or slightly tapered wings with thicknesses of approximately l2-
percent chord or gr'eater. The general shape of the inlets can be derived 
by a method that is essentially a lofting technique. The profile coor-
d:1nates as well as the spanwise end-closure shapes are considered. Inlets 
so derived should prove satisfactory with a minimum of test:1ng and altera-
tion. 
The results of the present study of inlets installed in the leading 
edg9 of a wing having the NACA 631-012 section indicated the following: 
1. The airfoil with an inlet devised by the design method was found 
to possess satisfactory aerodyanmic characteristics, as compared to the 
plain airfoil, with re86rd to lift, drag, pressure distribution, and pre-
dicted drag-divergence Mach number. 
2. Introduction of stagger, increasing the inlet entrance height, 
or decreasing the leading-edg9 radius of the upper lip had a deleterious 
effect on the maximum lift. 
3. Increasing the amount of stagg9r and rounding the inner surface 
of the lower lip improved the ram-pressure recovery at high angles of 
attack. 
4. A chang9 in inlet-velocity ratio introduced an increment of veloc-
ity over the outer surface of an inlet that had a linear variation with 
inlet-velocity ratio and was found to be independent of the angle of attack 
throughout the linear portion of the lift curve. Behind the position of 
maximum thickness of the airfoil, the variation of inlet-velocity ratio 
had no effect on the pressure distribution. 
5. With a given inlet and the experimental velocity distribution of 
the given inlet as a reference, the chang9 in the external velocity dis-
tribution caused by a small chang9 of the external ordinates of the inlet 
can be calculated by an application of the principles of thin-airfoil theory 
The low-epeed lift, drag, pitching--moment, and ram-pressure-recovery char-
acteristics of the wing with the modified inlet, to all practical purposes, 
remains unchang9d from those of the wing with the given inlet. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif., Nov. 2, 1949 ' 
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APPENDIX 
SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY DISI'RIBUTION 
OVER A GIVEN :mIJ!:T PROFILE 
In order to facilitate an understanding of a procedure to be followed 
in estimating the velocity distribution over a given inlet when the veloc-
ity distribution of a base or reference inlet is known, an illustrative 
example is presented; The example chosen is that of determining the veloc-
ity distribution over lip 9 (fig. 20) for an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4 
using the coordinates and data of design lip 1 as a reference. 
The increment of local-velocity ratio 6vs/Vo resulting from a 
change in ordinate between the lip radius and the position of maximum 
thickness is calculated from an equation developed in thin-airfoil 
theory. It is shown in reference 22 that, if ~/c is the difference 
between the ordinates of a given and a reference profile, the increment 
6vs/Vo due to the ordinate chan~ can be expressed by the integral rela-
tion (equation (45) of reference 22). 
6vs = _ ~[2n' d(~) cot (e- eo) de 
Vo 2n' 0 d.x 2 
(Al) 
where e and eo are new airfoil coordinates for x and xo defined 
as 
c (1 - cos e) } x = -2 (A2) Xo == ~ (1 - cos Eb) 
and the subscript 0 indicates the position on the x axis for which 
the velocity increment 6vs/Vo is desired. Thus e and eo vary 
from 0 to n' along the chord of the airfoil. Use of the integral in 
equation (Al) presupposes the existence of a similar Qrdinate change on 
the lower surface. However, in this application the ordinate change to 
the lower surface is considered solely for purposes of computation, as 
the experimental result s have shown that a modification on the lower 
surface has no discernible effects on the velocity distribution over the 
upper surface of the inlet. 
The procedure is as follows: The coordinates of design lip 1, 
which were derived by the design method, and of lip 9, which were 
I derived by alteration of the contour of design lip 1, are tabulated in , 
I table II. The differences between the ordinates of the given inlet and : I the re~erence inlet ~/c are tabulated in table II and plotted as a ! 
l ______ ~-_~~ _____ ~~ __ --- ---- -- ------- ~-- --- ~-- ~ ------ ~ --~ ~-- ~-----~~ --- ~--~-; 
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function of the chordwise position in figure 22(a). The derivative 
d(~/c)/d(x/c) was evaluated graphically. The values are tabulated in 
table II and plotted as a function of the chordwise position in figure 
22(b). This derivative at the leading edge and at the position of max-
imum thickness was arbitrarily set equal to zero. 
The integr-al in equation (Al) can be evaluated by a numerical method 
as explained in reference 22. However, reference 23 presents another 
method of evaluation that is more easily applied and will be used in the 
remainder of this example.2 A 40-point solution of equation (AI) 1s 
where 
[ d~)} 
1. 
Ll;: -~1 [ [d~) L- [di~) J 1} + 
ak2 [ [dfrv) L- [d~;V) 11 
• + 
ak2Q { [d~) L - [d~) LJ 
is the value of d(6y) at eo +.2!... dx 20 
[ d~) ] is the value of d(b.y) at eo +~ dx 20 
n 
(n = 1, -1, 2, -2, . . . . • 20, - 20) 
(A3) 
The value of the ordinate and the deri vati ve at station ~ + e must be 
taken as the values at ~ - e but with opposite sign. Thus, 
[ d(t.,y)] = _[d(b.y)] 
dx ~+e dx ~-e 
2Subsequent to the issuance of NACA RM A9K02b, the numerical methods of 
references 23 and 24 were superseded by the method of NACA TN 2451 
(ref.25). 
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Values of the computational coefficients ak' obtained from reference 23, 
are tabulated in table III for the 4o-point and also an 8o-point solution. 
In the sixth column of table II, values of chordwise station x/c 
corresponding to equal intervals of e (n/20 for a 4Q-point solution and 
2n/40 fOr an 8o-point solution) are presented for the range of integration. 
The values of d(.6y)/dx for these various va.lues of 8 were obtained from 
figure 22(b). Since no change of ordinate 1s made behind 0.35 chord, the 
values of d(6y)/dx from x/c = 0.35 to the trailing edge are equal to 
zero. 
The value of ~vs/Vo was calculated from equation (A3) as follows: 
Three paper tapes were arranged side by side. The first tape carried the 
values of ak at appropriate intervals; the second carried the values 
of (d(t:.y)/dx] ; and the third, the values of 
-~, -2 , • • • -20 
[ d(;6y) /ax J • By moving the latter two tapes with respect 
1, 2, ••• 20 
to the first, the values in the brackets of equation (A3) ar~ brought into 
juxtaposition with the computational coefficients for the various values 
of 8. Arranged in c·yclic form, the value of ~vs/Vo for 8 = n/20 is, 
for example: 
~vs/Vo = [ 0.5287 (0 - 0.0600) + 
0.14824 (-0.0680 - 0.0136) + 
0.07614 (-0.0600 + 0.0041) + 
0.10259 (-0.0136 + 0.0115) + 
0.04024 (0.0041 + 0.0144) + 
0.06542 (0.0115 + 0.0096) + 
0.02720 (0.0144 + 0.0006) + 
0.04588 (0.0096 + 0) + 
0.01951 (0.0006 + 0) + 
0.03333 (0 + 0) + = -0.045 
The values of ~vs/Vo for 0 < 8 ~ 8n/20 are given in tabl e II. 
For purposes of comparison, the values of ~vs/Vo for 0 < 8 ; lOn/40 
were computed using the SO-point solution and are also given in table II. 
I t is readily apparent that near the leading edge a large difference 
existed in the calculated value of 6vs /Vo, depending on the type of 
solution. On the basis of comparison with experimental results, the values 
obtained by use of the 80-point solution were satisfactory. Values 
obtained by use of a 160-point solution were in slightly closer agree-
ment with the experimental results. However, the difference between the 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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values obtained by the 160-point solution compared to the SO-point solu-
tion did not warrant the additional calculations~ It is recommended that, 
in determining the value of ~vs/Vo' the SO-pOint solution be used in 
the interval 0 < e .~ S)(/40 and that the 40-point solution be used for 
the remainder of the interval up to the location of maximum thickness. 
For an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.4 and at an angle of attack of 0
0 
(zero lift), the velocity distribution over lip 1 was determined experi-
mentally (fig. 4) and is tabulated in table II. The velocity distribu-
tion over lip 9 was found from 
(:~ ) = (~~) (A4) 
lip 9 
The value of ~va/Vo was assumed e~ual to that of the NACA 631-012 air-
foil. The computed velocity distribution over lip 9 is tabulated in 
table II and is shown in the insert of figure 22(c). The distribution 
for various values of lift coefficient is shown in figure 22(c) compared 
to the experimental velocity distribution. 
The low-speed pressure coefficients are calculated from the velocity 
distribution by the relation 
The variation of pressure coefficient with Mach number can be estimated , , 
by the Karman-Tsien compressibility relations, as discussed in reference 
24. 
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d/t 
0.15 
.20 
.25 
· 30 
TABLE I 
LEADING-EDGE INLEIT' LIP DETAILS 
[Dimensions are in percent of a i rfoil chord] 
Upper l ip 
Num- Radius A Exte rnal s ha pe ber 
1 0. 646 1.37 Design step 1 
3 . 646 1. 00 Des i gn step 2 
5 . 550 . 98 Eq.(7) - Des i gn step 2 
7 .450 .96 Eq. (7) - Design ste p 2 
9 .646 1.37 Fair e d curve 
11 • 646 1.37 Fair ed curve 
13 . 575 1.64 Design step 1 
15 .575 1.25 Design step 2 
17 . 450 1.52 Eq.( 7) - Design step 1 
19 .450 1.19 Eq. (7) - Design step 2 
21 • 200 1.52 Eq.( 7) - Design ste p 1 
23 . 510 1. 90 Design s t ep 1 
25 • 510 1.51 Des i gn step 2 
27 .510 1.21 Design s t ep 2 
29 . 510 1.90 Fair e d curve 
31 • 510 1.90 Fa ire d curve 
33 .442 1.84 Design step 2 
35 .543 1.46 Eq.(7) - Design step 2 
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Type 
De s ign 
Do. 
Modifie d 
Do. 
Do • 
Do. 
De s ign 
Do. 
Modif i e d 
Do. 
Do • 
De s ign 
Do • 
Do. 
Modified 
Do • 
Design 
Mod ified 
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TABIE 1.- CONCLUDED 
Lower lip 
Num- Stagger 
dft ber angle Radius B External shape (deg) 
2 0 0-300 1.37 Design step 1 
0.15 4 20 -300 1.37 resign step 1 6 20 
-300 1.58 Design step 2 
8 20 
·300 1.88 Design step 2 
10 0 .300 1.64 Design step 1 
.20 12 20 .300 1.82 Design step 2 
14 40 -300 1.64 Design step 1 
16 0 .300 1.90 Design step 1 
.25 18 20 . 300 2.09 Design step 2 
20 40 · 3 00 2·30 Design step 2 
.30 22 20 
.]00 2.17 Design step 1 
24 40 ·300 2.58 Design step 2 
--------~------------~---------~-----~--------------------~ 
r 
I 
I 
1 
~ 
c 
0 
.005 
.0075 
.0125 
.025 
.05 
.075 
.10 
.15 
.20 
.25 
·30 
.35 
2 3 4 
Ordinates, 
y/c !s3' 
Lip 1 Lip 9 c 
0.0137 0.0137 0 
.0213 .0212 -.0001 
.0229 .0230 .0001 
.0254 .0260 .0006 
.0299 .0314 .0015 
.0363 .0386 .0023 
.0410 .0435 .0025 
.0449 .0474 .0025 
.. 0507 .0527 .0020 
.0549 .0562 .0013 
.0578 .0585 .0007 
.0594 .0596 .0002 
.0600 .0600 0 
TABLE II 
CALCULATION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION V~/Vo 
5 6 7 8 9 
e d(~) 
1J.vs 
x Vo (radi- - d.x c 
ans) 40 point 80 point 
0 0 0 
- -
11(/40 .0015 -.0455 
-
-0.066 
21(/40 .0062 .0680 -0.045 - .100 
31(/40 .0138 .0875 - -.022 
41(/40 .0244 .0600 .022 .026 
51(/40 .0381 .0294 
-
.029 
61(/40 .0545 .0136 .039 .034 
71(/40 .0737 .0034 - .024 
81(/40 .0955 -.0041 .024 .021 
91(/40 .1198 -.0086 
-
.016 
101r /40 .1465 -.0115 .015 .014 
111f/40 .1753 -.0144 - -
121(/40 .2061 -.0144 .001 
-
131(/40 .2388 -.0125 
- -
141(/40 .2730 -.0096 -.005 
-
151(/40 .3087 -.0058 - -
161f/40 .3455 -.0006 -.005 -
171(/40 .3833 0 - -
- - -- -~ 
L _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
.. 
10 
(:~ ) 
o Lip 1 
-
1.001 
1.109 
1.118 
1.121 
1.126 
1.127 
1.129 
1.132 
1.135 
1.136 
-
1.149 
-
1.151 
-
1 .. 152 
-
11 
(~~ ) 
o lip 9 
-
0.935 
1.009 
1.096 
1.147 
1.151 
1.151 
1.153 
1.152 
1.151 
1.150 
-
1.150 
-
1.146 
-
1 .. 147 
-
~ 
~ 
! 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
f\) 
co 
~ 
:x> 
~ 
UJ 
~ 
0\ 
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TABLE III 
VALUES OF ak FOR USE WITH EQUATION (A3) 
40-POint method. 
k ~ k ak 
1 0.52827 11 0 .. 01423 
~ .14824 12 .02422 
3 .07614 13 .01021 
4 .10259 14 .01698 
5 .04024 15 .00690 
6 .06542 16 .01083 
7 .02720 17 .00400 
8 .04588 18 .00528 
9 .01951 19 .00066 
10 
.03333 20 0 
80-point method 
J. 0.52862 21 0.00770 
2 .14952 22 .01423 
3 .. 07712 23 .00656 
4 .10522 24 .01210 
5 .04189 25 .00556 
6 .06942 26 .01021 
7 .02954 27 .00466 
8 .05129 28 .00849 
9 .02258 29 .. 00384 
10 .04023 30 .00690 
11 .0180'7 31 .00307 
12 .03271 32 .00541 
13 .01488 33 .00235 
14 .02719 34 .00400 
15 .01247 35 .00165 
16 .02294 36 .00264 
17 .01057 37 .00098 
18 .01951 38 .. 00131 
19 .. 00901 39 .00032 
20 .01666 40 0 
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Figure 1- Geometric symbols used in derivation of inlet-profile coordinates. 
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Figure 2.- Model installation in wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- Aerodynamic character/sties of the NACA 60-012 airfoil without 
inlets. 
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Figure 9- External pressure distribution over the center of the upper surface 
of design inlets. d/t, 0.25 
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